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Abstract: An ontology based search engine helps in identifying the most efficient and useful result for the input query. The result produced by the ontology based search engines are purely based on the literal meaning of the word in the given sentence. It does not take the keyword in the given sentence; instead it takes the meaning of the query submitted. There are many kind of techniques followed in implementing the ontology based search engines. Here, in this paper we identify the some of the techniques to be used in developing the search engine. All of the techniques are different from one other and that the efficiency is also different. These techniques form a special pattern of accuracy and they are disused in the paper. The difference in the working of the keyword based search engines and the ontology based search engines are shown with examples. Also the ontology based search engine that is build up using the fuzzy logic ontology is considered here. An ontology based search engine that is developed in many steps with the help of multi crawlers is also taken into consideration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The current existing web mainly concentrates on the human and the document available on web is also human reliable one. Nowadays the web is not only used by humans but also the software agents. This reality case brought the usage of the semantic ontology based search on web. Most of the traditional web users are not sure about their query for which they need the search engine to provide the results. Hence the normal keyword based search will not be in a position to provide the accurate search results to the user. In this situation we need a semantically proven search engine. The figure I represents the general framework of the semantic web. Here levels of the query that must it pass through is clearly port rated. When a user is not sure about the query he will provide only relative words together and in that case the semantic based search engine will compare the words and users the relationship between those words to provide the result.

II. KEYWORD AND SEMANTIC BASED SEARCH ENGINES

The paper [1] analyse the comparison between the semantic based search engine and the keyword based search engines. Often the keyword based search engine do not provide the accurate result as it cannot find the meaning of the user query to the expression used in the web pages. For this performance comparison in this paper they have taken two keyword based search engines such as Google and Yahoo and also three semantic based search engines such as DuckDukGo, Hakia and Bing. Although the conventional search engines are getting modernized, they now even suffer from a defect of not able to find the exact meaning of the user query. A survey about these search engines tells that about 25% of them do not return the correct URLs on the first set of results and therefore there efficiency is not up to the extent. Some of the problems with traditional search engines are due to polysemy words, problems with synonymy, and problems with traditional information retrieval technology and finally the problem with low precision and low recall problem.

The precision is the ratio between the number of relevant retrievals to the number of total retrievals.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of relevant}}{\text{Number of total retrieved}}
\]

The recall value is the ratio between the number of relevant retrievals to the number of possible amount of relevant results.
Recall = \frac{\text{Number of relevant retrievals}}{\text{Number of possible relevant results}}

In the other case, the semantic search engines are just the extension of the normal web where the processing is done through machines. Mostly the information in the web are in the form of HTML, OWL (Web Ontology Language) or in RDF (Resource Description Framework) format. The documents in these formats are often known as semantic web documents.

A semantic search engines is capable of storing semantic information about the web resources and also consists of more than one relation between the terms. To make a comparison between these two kinds of search engine, in this paper they have performed a search for the word “Bank” in both the search engines. The result given by both are extremely different. In case of keyword based search engine, the result contained only about the money banks (i.e.) the result was based on frequent visiting of the users and not based on the pure keyword. But in case of semantic based search engine, the result produced is for all kinds of bank that are used worldwide. Hence, this result is based on meaning of the query and id linked with all the facts for which we might use that word.

**TABLE II:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table number</th>
<th>Query number</th>
<th>Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Which country won the first cricket world cup?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Who is the current prime minister in India?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Why the colour of the sky is blue?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>What is the weather now in New Delhi?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Where is Java?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then DuckDuckGo stays second after Bing. This experiment proves that the semantic based search engines produced an efficient output result when compared to the keyword based search engines.

**III. PERSONALIZED MOBILE SEARCH ENGINE**

The paper [2] offers a different and advanced approach that matches with the development of the amount of web information. In the OBPMSE (Ontology Based Personalized Mobile Search Engine), they have captured each user’s interest and personalized search results in unique user profile. Then these concepts are classified into two major categories namely content concepts and location concepts. The system design is composed of client-server model. This model should meet with three requirements such as SVM (Support Vector Machine) training, data transmission between the client servers must be minimized and finally the precise user preference.
should be stored in the client side in order to maintain the user privacy. In the content and location search, search is carried out by first asking the user weather they need the web search or places search. If the user’s choice is web search, then the general search results for that particular user query is gathered from the normal Google sever to our ranking module. Then later our ranking algorithm is applied on those results and then the sorted results are given to the user’s output screen page. If the user has selected the place search, then this module will first takes the user’s own latitude and longitude pair that can be automatically calculated using the GPS methodology. Then based on the user location the results are provided to the output screen page to the user. After the user submits the query, it is taken to the client and the related query containing the user content and location content are given to the server to provide the search results. In the client side, the re-ranking process takes place by following two ways. One is based on highest number of clicks and another one is displaying the results based on same number of click values. In the paper they have made use of UDD algorithm that is mainly used to avoid the duplication in the values of the final list that will given to the user.

Fig 4: Re Ranking Process

IV. FUZZY ONTOLOGY BASED SEARCH ENGINE

The paper [3] describes about providing an efficient method using query refinement process. Once if the user articulates an exact word for search, the search engine will pull the correct result to the top of the page. The query refinement process is implemented in the PASS (Personalized Abstract Search Service) system. All the time, the user cannot provide the correct word for search. Hence to overcome this problem, in this paper, a method of Fuzzy ontology has been implemented. This method processing takes place in such a manner that it compares the search query based on keyword based retrieval and also the results provided by the PASS method for that particular user query. The final outcome will be purely based on the comparison of those two results. The PASS system will provide the abstract of the paper when the user clicks on the link and also will provide the list of related papers if they are available. To provide all the features mentioned above, the PASS method is implemented in two dimensions. One is using the structure of the domain and other is using the knowledge of the user. For this process WordNet dictionary is used. Document clustering is the next function done here. And this is handled by using the scatter gather algorithm. Also here, the cosine technology has been used for constructing document similarity networks. In the paper they have mainly concentrated on the construction of fuzzy ontology and query refinement process. The fuzzy ontology uses set of terms with broader and narrower meaning. The broader terms are the inverse of the narrower terms. This method of construction is mainly carried out using the relation between the broader and narrower terms in the query given by the user. The literal motive is to bring out the relationship of the terms. Let \( C = \{a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_m\} \) be a collection of articles \( a_i \), where each article \( a_i = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \) is represented by a set of terms \( t_j \). Let \( \text{occur}(t_j, a) \) denote the occurrence of \( t_j \) in article \( a \). The membership degree of \( \text{occur}(t_j, a) \) is defined by \( \text{mocurr}(t_j, a) = f(t_j, |a|) \), which in general is a function of term’s frequency of occurrence. In the information retrieval community, the function \( f \) can be viewed as the normalized within document term weighting method. Let \( \text{NT}(t_i, t_j) \) denote that \( t_i \) is narrower than \( t_j \). The Membership degree of \( \text{NT}(t_i, t_j) \), represented by \( \mu\text{NT}(t_i, t_j) \), is defined by

\[
\mu\text{NT}(t_i, t_j) = \frac{\sum_{a \in C} \mu\text{ocurr}(t_i, a) \odot \mu\text{ocurr}(t_j, a)}{\sum_{a \in C} \mu\text{ocurr}(t_i, a) \odot \mu\text{ocurr}(t_j, a)}
\]

In (1), \( \odot \) denotes a fuzzy conjunction operator. In current implementation, we use a binary function for the \( f \) function so that \( \sum \text{ocurr}(t_j, a) = 1 \) if the occurrence frequency of \( t_j \sum \text{ocurr}(t_j, a) = 0 \) otherwise. Using the binary function will turn Equation 1 into the same equation regardless the selection of fuzzy conjunction operator. Let \( \text{BT}(t_i, t_j) \) denote that \( t_i \) is broader than \( t_j \). Because the notion of broader term is basically the inverse of narrower term notion, the membership value of \( \text{BT}(t_i, t_j) \) is derived from the membership value of \( \text{NT}(t_i, t_j) \).

\[
\text{BT}(t_i, t_j) = \sum_{a \in C} \mu\text{ocurr}(t_i, a) \odot \mu\text{ocurr}(t_j, a)
\]

The fuzzy ontology construction is done in two major steps. They are building fuzzy ontology from fuzzy narrower terms and by fuzzy ontology pruning. In the first step, the membership values of two NT relations are calculated. During this process the redundant terms, meaningless terms and unrelated terms re found and eliminated. In case of membership value being zero indicates that the two terms are unrelated. In the second step of fuzzy ontology creation, next level of reducing the relations is carried out by making an analysis on the set of relations.
Finally, the experimental results show that this system is built on the fuzzy ontology and automatic technique for PASS system. The method collaboration is one of the idle results provided in the paper. The efficiency of the system can be improved even by combined use of PASS features.

V. PERSONALIZED SEMANTIC SEARCH ENGINE

The paper [4] implements a method using the multi crawlers to collect the information from both the semantic based search engine as well as the traditional search engine. This method follows a crawler based search engine for implementation and this architecture called the PSSE (Personalized Semantic Search Engine). The system mainly concentrates on minimizing the processing time.

For this they have followed web page clustering. Annotation agents and ontology matching are the concepts utilized in this paper. Annotation is the process of just assuming that the derived feature is correct the then continue with the next level of processing.

In the architecture the processing phase is split up into two different phases. One is working in online phase and other is working in offline phase. In the offline phase the crawling of web and pre-processing of pages takes place.

The first and foremost step in the architecture is the crawling process. In the crawling process, as this approach uses multi crawlers, they traverse the World Wide Web and finds the web resources and finally stores in their database. Here the crawler’s job is to find the related links for the user query and provide them.

In the pre-processing stage the time consumption will be less because the indexer will generate the graph for all crawled pages. The graph will be acting as a special cluster that holds similar data within each cluster. The resultant cluster will be processed using link analysis technique. This process is carried out for the authorization of each web documents. This can be done by using the below given formula,

\[ \text{PR}(A) = (1-d) + d \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{\text{PR}(T_i)}{C(T_i)} \]

Also the annotation process can be done after the measurement is carried out. The weight assignment for each annotation can be done by using the calculation by finding the relevancy of the document. This feature can be concadinatedly. The calculation can be performed by using the cosine function that is mentioned below.

### TABLE I:
THE CONCATENATION OF QUERY REFINEMENT WITH FUZZY ONTOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.No</th>
<th>Ontology</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Related terms</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Broader terms</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Narrower terms</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the online phase the actual searching process is carried out. Once the user query is received from the user, the online phase the system checks for the query, process the query and the ranks them accordingly. As the final stage, the online system will provide the result to the user in this stage. This process will be carried out in majorly two steps. The first stage is searching stage and the next stage is the ranking stage. This technique enables conceptualizing user search. In the paper in the first phase, the main motive is to automate the whole process.

This can be done by making the entire process work without any human intervention. This is one of the main motives of the many researches carried out recently. To sustain this capability, here they correlate the ontology to provide a document annotation. Ranking is the next phase in this proposed method. The system ranks the user query by considering three major factors. They are mentioned as follows. One is the page authorization, second is content relevance and finally the last facto is the user interest.

VI. INTELLIGENT SEMANTIC WEB SEARCH ENGINES

The paper[5] is different from all other search engines, as it works and produces the result by majorly concentrating on the metadata for the given user query rather than concentrating on the keywords applicable to the submitted query. In Semantic Web information it describes using a new W3C standard called the Resource Description Framework (RDF). The semantic web based search engine is called Intelligent Semantic Web Search Engines. We use the power of XML meta-tags deployed on the web page to search the queried information. The XML page will be consisted of built-in and user defined tags. The metadata information of each pages are extracted from this XML into RDF format. The RDF graphs are populated by inputting through XForms. The main method used in the system is graph identification and the RDF triples. The work has been done in this system to identify the low precision and high precision values for the output results that has been produced. This precision values are more...
important in delivering the results to the user query. The results for the query submitted by the user are provided based on the precision ratio of the query. The precision ratio value can be calculated by considering the match that is found by the search engine. The paper uses the RDF format to extract the data from the index of the particular search engine. The system is said to be intelligent as the efficiency of the outcome. The query is submitted to the search engine in the form of tags and while processing the query, each of its named tags are considered. While processing, the lower precision values are not taken into account. And always the query result that issues an efficient and higher precision values are taken for the next level of processing. Thus, this sequence of approach for providing the resultant page is the strength of the implementation.

**COMPARISON BETWEEN THE METHODS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy ontology</td>
<td>Keyword based</td>
<td>Fuzzy technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyword and Semantic Search Engines</td>
<td>Keyword and semantic based</td>
<td>Precision ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized mobile search engine</td>
<td>Keyword based</td>
<td>Client-server architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSSE</td>
<td>Crawler based</td>
<td>Multi crawler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent semantic web search engine</td>
<td>Metadata based</td>
<td>Graphs, RDF and meta data collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

The paper describes the comparison and analysis between various methods involved in developing ontology based search engines. It also illustrates that there are many techniques or patterns that can be followed for getting an efficient result. The kind of comparison that has been done actually reflects that the efficiency of search engine differs from each method. From the above comparison, it makes clear that the usage of ontology based search engine will provide accurate results depending on the literal meaning of the query and the semantic search engines will produce results based on the query logic. Future work can be implemented by combining the multi crawlers and fuzzy logic to form a new approach for an efficient ontology based search engine.
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